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(54) Title: A METHOD FOR ESTIMATING A WIND SPEED IN A STABLE MANNER
(57) Abstract: A method for iteratively estimating a wind speed at a wind
turbine is disclosed, said wind turbine comprising a rotor carrying a set of
wind turbine blades, each wind turbine blade having a variable pitch angle.
A minimum tip speed ratio,
is derived, based on an obtained pitch
angle, Θ. The minimum tip speed ratio,
, defines a limit between a stable
and an unstable control region. An initial tip speed ratio,
, is selec
ted, and an initial estimated wind speed, v , is derived based on the initial
tip speed ratio, mt , and an obtained rotational speed, ω , of the rotor. An es
timated wind speed,
is iteratively derived, based on the obtained rota
tional speed, ω , and the obtained pitch angle,co, and using the derived initial
estimated wind speed,
as a starting point. The iterative process con
verges fast and reliably.
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A METHOD FOR ESTIMATING A WIND SPEED I N A STABLE MANN ER

FIELD O F THE INVENTION

The present invention relates t o a method for estimating a wind speed at a position of a wind

turbine. According t o the method of the invention, the wind speed can be estimated fast and
in a stable and reliable manner.

BACKGROUND O F THE INVENTION

When operating a wind turbine it is sometimes desirable t o be able t o estimate the wind
speed prevailing at the wind turbine, more particularly the wind speed experienced by the

wind turbine blades of the wind turbine. When the wind speed is measured, this is often done
at a point behind the rotor of the wind turbine. Thereby the measured wind speed is affected
by the impact on the wind by the rotor, and therefore it does not reflect the wind speed at a
position in front of the rotor. Furthermore, since the wind speed is typically measured in a
single point, it will not reflect variations in the wind speed across an area defined by the
rotor. Accordingly, controlling the wind turbine on the basis of such a measured wind speed
may lead t o inaccurate control of the wind turbine.

Therefore, various attempts have previously been made in order t o provide an estimate for
the wind speed at a wind turbine.

US 5,155,375 discloses a controller and a method for operating a variable speed wind turbine

t o better track wind speed fluctuations for greater efficiency in conversion of wind energy t o
electrical energy. The rotor speed is controlled with a wind speed supplied by a wind observer
which predicts the average wind speed at a subsequent point in time over the cross section
presented t o the wind by the wind turbine. The wind speed is predicted as a function of the
present (previously predicted) wind speed and correction terms including net torque and the
difference between the predicted and actual rotor speed.

DESCRIPTION O F THE INVENTION

It is an object of embodiments of the invention t o provide a method for estimating a wind
speed at a wind turbine, which can be performed in a fast and reliable manner.

The method provides a method for estimating a wind speed at a wind t urbine, the wind

turbine comprising a rotor carrying a set of wind turbine blades, each wind turbine blade
having a varia ble pitch angle, the method comprising the steps of:
ω,

-

obta ining a rotational speed,

-

obta ining a pitch angle,

-

deriving a minimum tip speed ratio,

Θ,

minimum tip speed ratio,

of the rotor,

of the wind turbine blades,

min

,

n,

based on the obta ined pitch a ng le, Θ, the

defin ing a limit between a stable a nd a potentia lly

unsta ble control reg ion,

-

selecting an initial tip speed ratio,

-

deriving an initial estimated wind speed, v

based on the selected initia l tip speed

ratio,

ω,

-

, , where

a nd the obta ined rotationa l speed,

ini

>

min

,

a nd

iteratively deriving an estimated wind speed, v e t , based on the obta ined rotationa l
speed,

ω,

speed, v

a nd the obta ined pitch angle, Θ, a nd using the derived initial estimated wind
as a sta rting point.

The invention provides a method for estimating a wind speed at a wind turbine, the wind

turbine comprising a rotor ca rrying a set of wind turbine blades. The wind turbine blades
catch the wind, thereby ca using the rotor t o rotate, i.e . the energy of the wind is tra nsformed
into mechan ica l energy. The rotor is connected t o a generator, e.g . via a drive tra in . Thereby
the mechanica l energy, in the form of rotationa l movements of the rotor, is transformed into
electrica l energy, which may be supplied t o a power g rid .

The estimated wind speed may adva ntageously be a wind speed prevailing in front of the

rotor of the wind t urbine, i .e. the wind speed wh ich is experienced by the wind t urbine blades
ca rried by the rotor.

Each of the wind turbine blades has a varia ble pitch a ng le. Thus, each of the wind turbine

blades ca n be rotated about a long itud ina l axis, in order t o adj ust an angle of attack between
the wind and the wind turbine blade. Accord ing ly, the wind turbine is of a pitch controlled
type.

Accord ing t o the method of the invention, a rotational speed,
ang le,

Θ,

ω,

of the rotor a nd a pitch

of the wind t urbine blades a re obtained . This may include measuring the rotational

speed and/or the pitch a ng le. As an alternative, the rotationa l speed and/or the pitch a ng le

may be obta ined from a control unit controlling the wind turbine, the rotor and/or a pitch
system of the wind turbine.

Next, a minimum tip speed ratio,
minimum tip speed ratio,

min

, is

n,

is derived, based on the obta ined pitch a ng le, Θ . The

selected in such a ma nner that it defines a limit between a

sta ble and a potentia lly unsta ble control reg ion . I n the present context the term 'sta ble

control reg ion' should be interpreted t o mea n a control reg ion in which the wind speed is
estimated in a sta ble ma nner. For instance, the stable control region could be a region where
the wind speed estimation converges. Simila rly, in the present context the term 'potentially
unsta ble control reg ion' should be interpreted t o mean a control reg ion in which the
estimation of the wind speed may become unsta ble. For insta nce, an unsta ble control region
could be a control reg ion in which the wind speed estimation does not converge. Accord ingly,

the minimum tip speed ratio,

m

,

defines a limit or a bounda ry in the sense that when the

wind turbine is operated at tip speed ratios below the min imum tip speed ratio,

min

,

the

estimation of the wind speed is unsta ble, a nd when the wind turbine is operated at tip speed
ratios above the minimu m tip speed ratio,

Next, an initia l tip speed ratio,
initial tip speed ratio,
the in itia l tip speed ratio,

, is

nit ,

it

>

min

.

Thus, the

within the sta ble region, i.e . if the wind turbine is operated at
,,

the estimation of the wind speed is sta ble.

is derived, based on the selected initia l tip speed

a nd the obta ined rotationa l speed . The tip speed ratio is defined as :

-

where

the estimation of the wind speed is sta ble.

is selected in such a ma nner that

Then an initial estimated wind speed, v

ratio,

Xmin ,

ω

roR

is the rotational speed of the rotor, R is the rad ius of the rotor, a nd v is the wind

speed . According ly, the initial estimated wind speed, v

ca n be derived as :

Fina lly, an estimated wind speed, v e t , is iteratively estimated, based on the obta ined

rotationa l speed,

ω,

a nd the obta ined pitch ang le,

wind speed, v

as a sta rting point. Thus, the initia l estimated wind speed, v

Θ,

and using the derived initia l estimated
is used as a

sta rting point for an iterative process for estimating the wind speed at the wind turbine.
Since the initia l estimated wind speed, v ini t , corresponds to a tip speed ratio,

,

which is

within the stable control reg ion, it provides a good sta rting point for the iterative process,
which ensures that the iterative process converges fast a nd relia bly. Thus, it is ensured that
the wind speed is estimated in a sta ble ma nner, such as in a converging ma nner. This is even
true if the actua l tip speed ratio is not within the sta ble control reg ion, e .g. in a sta ll
situation, in case of icing on the wind turbine blades or in case of yaw error, beca use the
initial tip speed ratio,

, is

still selected in the sta ble control reg ion in this case.

Thus, the invention provides an iterative method for estimating a wind speed, a nd it is
ensured that an accurate estimate for the wind speed is reached in a fast a nd relia ble
ma nner.

The method may further comprise the step of controlling the wind turbine in accorda nce with

the estimated wind speed, v e . According t o this embodiment, the invention further provides
a method for controlling a wind turbine.

The step of controlling the wind turbine may, e . g., include controlling the pitch a ng le of the

wind turbine blades, the rotationa l speed of the rotor, a power output of the wind turbine,
etc.

Alternatively or add itiona lly, the estimated wind speed, v e , may be used for other pu rposes,
such as fa ult detection in the wind t urbine.

The step of deriving a minimum tip speed ratio,

min

,

may comprise using a minimum tip

speed ratio look-up t a ble comprising interrelated va lues of pitch angle, Θ, a nd minimum tip
speed ratio, Xmin . According to this embod iment, the minimu m tip speed ratio look-up table is

provided before operation of the wind turbine is initiated, and during operation the previously
tip speed ratio look-up t a ble is consu lted whenever this is req uired in order to derive a
minimum tip speed ratio. Using a look-up t a ble is a simple approach, which limits the
req uired processing power for performing the method .

The minimum tip speed ratio look-up t a ble may provide discrete interrelated va lues of pitch
ang le, Θ, a nd minimum tip speed ratio, Xmin . I n t h is case an interpolation between two

discrete values may be performed when the minimum tip speed ratio,
on the pitch a ng le, Θ.

Xmin , is

derived, based

The selected initial tip speed ratio,

nit ,

may exceed the minimum tip speed ratio,

n

, at

least by a predefined amount. According t o this embodiment, the selected initial tip speed

ratio,

is well within the stable control region, thereby representing a very good starting

point for the iterative process, ensuring that the wind speed is estimated in a fast and
reliable manner.
The method may further comprise the steps of:

-

setting a flag, indicating that the estimated wind speed, v e t , is unreliable, in the case
that the estimated wind speed, v e t , results in an estimated tip speed ratio, λ , which
is lower than the minimum tip speed ratio,

-

n,

and

controlling the wind turbine in accordance with an estimated wind speed
corresponding t o

n,

and in accordance with the flag.

According t o this embodiment, an estimated tip speed ratio, λ , corresponding t o the

estimated wind speed, v e t , is calculated and compared to the minimum tip speed ratio,

min .

The estimated tip speed ratio, λ , is calculated as:

st

~
v

■

est

When the estimated tip speed ratio, λ , decreases below the minimum tip speed ratio,

mn

,

this is an indication that an unstable control region is entered, and that the estimated wind
speed, v e , provided by the method may no longer be reliable. Therefore a flag is set,

indicating this to the system and/or t o an operator. As a consequence, the wind turbine is no
longer controlled in accordance with the estimated wind speed. Instead, the wind turbine is
controlled in accordance with an estimated wind speed, which corresponds t o the minimum
tip speed ratio, Xmin , and in accordance with the flag, i.e. bearing in mind that the estimated
wind speed, v e t , is unreliable.
The method may further comprise the steps of:

-

estimating a tip speed ratio, λ , based on the obtained rotational speed, ω, and the
estimated wind speed, v e t , and
removing the flag and controlling the wind turbine in accordance with the estimated
wind speed, v e t , in the case that the estimated tip speed ratio, λ , increases above

the minimum tip speed ratio, Xmin .

According t o this embodiment,

once the flag, indicating that the estimated

unrelia ble, has been set, the estimated tip speed ratio, λ

, is continuously

ma nner described a bove, a nd compa red t o the minimum tip speed ratio,
estimated tip speed ratio, λ

wind speed, v e , is
calculated,
min

, increases a bove the minimum tip speed ratio,

in the

. When the
min

, this is a n

indication that a sta ble control reg ion is once again entered . According ly, the estimated

wind

speed, v e t , is once aga in considered relia ble.

As a consequence, the flag is removed, and the wind turbine is once aga in controlled
accorda nce with the estimated

wind speed, v e .

Accord ing t o one embod iment, the flag may rema in set until the estimated
λ

, has increased a bove the minimum tip speed ratio,

for a predefined

min

min

up t a ble comprising

deriving a n estimated
interrelated

and power coefficient,

set a nd

, is close t o the minimum tip

when estimating

wind speed, v e t , may comprise using a c P look-

values of rotationa l speed, ω , wind speed, v , pitch a ng le, Θ,

c P.

According t o this embodiment,

a power coefficient,

c P, is obta ined as a n intermed iate step

the wind speed, v e t , by mea ns of the c P look-up t a ble. The power

cP, derived as an intermed iate step in this m a nner may be used for other

purposes than estimating

the wind speed and/or controlling

the power coefficient,

c P, may be used for monitoring

The step of iteratively

deriving a n estimated

power output,

Pest , of the wind turbine,

measured power output,

If the estimated

Pmeas then the estimated

if it is determined

measured power output,

purposes.

a nd compa ring the estimated

differs from the actua l wind speed . Therefore,
the next iteration,

the wind t u rbine. For instance,

wind speed, v e t , may comprise estimating

Pmeas of the wind turbine.

from the measured power output,

the estimated

that the estimated

power output,
power output,

a

Pest , t o a
Pest , differs

wind speed, v e , proba bly also
wind speed, v e , is adj usted for

power output,

Pest , differs from the

Pmeas

There is also provided a wind turbine a nd a computer
implement

amount and/or

.

The step of iteratively

coefficient,

, by a predefined

tip speed ratio,

period of time. Thereby it is avoided that the flag is continuously

removed in the case that the estimated tip speed ratio, λ
speed ratio,

in

prog ra m product config ured t o

one o r more of the features of the method described hereina bove.

All embodiments and features of the invention described herein may be combined in any

combination.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION O F THE DRAWINGS

The invention will now be described in further detail with reference t o the accompanying

drawings in which

Fig. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a method according t o an embodiment of the invention,

Fig. 2 is a graph illustrating power coefficient, cP, as a function of tip speed ratio,

λ,

for a

fixed pitch angle,

Fig. 3 is graph illustrating power output as a function of wind speed for three different pitch

angles, and

Fig. 4 is a flow chart illustrating a method according t o an embodiment of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION O F THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a method according t o an embodiment of the invention,

in the form of a closed loop approximation process. A rotational speed,

wind turbine, and a pitch angle,

Θ,

ω,

of the rotor of a

of the wind turbine blades of the wind turbine are

measured and supplied t o an estimating block 1 . Furthermore, a previously estimated wind
speed, v e t , is also supplied t o the estimating block 1 .
I n the estimating block 1, an estimated power output, Pest, is calculated, based on the
supplied parameters,

ω, θ

and v e t . This includes deriving a power coefficient, cP, e.g. by

means of a cP look-up table, based on an estimated tip speed ratio,

λ

,

and the pitch angle,

Θ.

The estimated power output, Pe t , is compared t o a measured power output, Pm e as

a

comparator 2 . This results in an error signal, Perr . If the error signal, Perr, is zero, then
Pest=

Pmeas

indicating that the estimated wind speed, v e t , supplied t o the estimator block 1 is

equal t o or close t o the actual wind speed prevailing at the wind turbine.

If the error signal, Perr , is positive, then the measured power output, Pm e as

larger than the

estimated power output, Pest , indicating that the expected power output at the estimated

wind speed, v e , is lower than the actual power output. This indicates that the estimated wind
speed, v e t , is lower than the actual wind speed prevailing at the wind turbine, and the

estimated wind speed, v e t , should therefore be increased.
Similarly, if the error signal,

P

rr ,

is negative, then the measured power output, Pm e as

smaller than the estimated power output, Pest , indicating that the expected power output at
the estimated wind speed, v e t , is higher than the actual power output. This indicates that the
estimated wind speed, v e , is higher than the actual wind speed prevailing at the wind
turbine, and the estimated wind speed, v e t , should therefore be decreased.
The adjustments t o the estimated wind speed, v e t , described above, are performed in the

following manner. The error signal,

P

, is

multiplied by a gain factor, ke , at multiplier 3, and

the resulting signal is supplied t o an integrator 4 . At the integrator 4 the signal received from
the multiplier 3 is integrated, resulting in a new estimated wind speed, v e t , which is supplied
to the estimating block 1 for the next iteration.

Thus, the estimation process described above is an iterative process. I n order t o start the
iterative process, an initial wind speed, vini t , is supplied t o the estimating block 1 . The initial
wind speed, v ini t , is derived in the following manner.
A minimum tip speed ratio,
minimum tip speed ratio,

min
min

,

, is

derived, based on the measured pitch angle, Θ. The

defines a limit between a stable and an unstable control

region, at the measured pitch angle, Θ. Thus, at tip speed ratios above the minimum tip
speed ratio,

min

the wind speed is estimated in a stable manner, and at tip speed ratios

,

below the minimum tip speed ratio,

min

,

the wind speed is potentially estimated in an

unstable manner.

An initial tip speed ratio,

, , is selected, in such a manner that

,η

selected initial tip speed ratio,

,η

X n > Xm n .

Accordingly, the

, , is well within the stable control region. The initial

estimated wind speed, v init , is then derived, based on the measured rotational speed, ω, of
the rotor and the selected initial tip speed ratio,

, . Thus, the initial wind speed, vini t , which

,η

is used as a starting point for the iterative process described above, corresponds to the initial

tip speed ratio,

,η

, , and is therefore also well within the stable control region at the

measured pitch angle, Θ. This ensures that the iterative process converges in a fast and
reliable manner, i.e. a reliable estimate for the wind speed is reached fast.

Fig . 2 is a gra ph illustrating power coefficient, cP, as a function of tip speed ratio, λ , for a

fixed pitch a ng le. The g raph of Fig . 2 illustrates how a minimum tip speed ratio,

min

, ca n

determined .
The power output, P, of the wind turbine is g iven as :

P = ^Ac

P

,Q v

3,

where P is the power output, p is the air density, A is an a rea swept by the rotor,
the power coefficient, depend ing on the tip speed ratio,

λ,

c {X,Q) is

and the pitch ang le, Θ, a nd v is the

wind speed .

It can be assumed that the wind turbine is operated within a sta ble control region as long as
the pa rtial derivative of the power output with respect to the wind speed is positive. The
pa rtia l derivative of the power output with respect t o wind speed is g iven as :

The pa rtia l derivative of the rotor power coefficient is given as :
dcp δ λ
dv

δ λ dv'

where

Inserting this in the eq uation a bove regard ing the pa rtia l derivative of the power output
results in :

Hence, the wind turbine is operated within a sta ble control region if:

dCp
d ~

3Cp

λ "

This sets a restriction on the grad ient of the power coefficient, cP, versus the tip speed ratio,
λ.

This is illustrated in the gra ph of Fig . 2, where a t a ngent of the curve is shown in a point

correspond ing t o a specific tip speed ratio,
point,

s

>

λ.

If the t a ngent intersects the ord inate axis at a

, then the eq uation above will be violated, a nd the wind turbine will be operated

in an unsta ble control region . Based on this, a minimum tip speed ratio,

n,

can be derived,

which defines a limit between a sta ble a nd an unsta ble control reg ion . Minimum tip speed
ratios,

Xmin ,

for va rious pitch angles, Θ, ca n be derived in t h is ma nner, a nd inserted into a

look-up t able, which ca n be consulted du ring operation of the wind turbine.

Fig . 3 is gra ph illustrating power output as a function of wind speed for three different pitch

ang les, θ = -4°, θ = 0°, a nd θ =4° . All three curves represent that the wind turbine is operated at

nomina l rotationa l speed,

ω.

It can be seen that some of the curves have portions with a

negative gradient, —, i .e. portions where the wind speed estimation would not converge.
These portions are a ll in a reg ion where the power output is above the rated power output.

However, for other pitch a ng les and/or for other rotors, such reg ions may occur below rated
power, in which case it is necessa ry to esta blish the min imum tip speed ratio,

Xmin , in

the

ma nner described above, in order t o ensure stable wind speed estimation .

Fig . 4 is a flow cha rt illustrating a method accord ing t o an embod iment of the invention . The

process is sta rted at step 5. At step 6 the rotationa l speed,

ω,

of the rotor of the wind turbine

and the pitch angle, Θ, of the wind turbine blades of the wind turbine a re measured, or

obta ined in another su ita ble ma nner.

At step 7 a minimum tip speed ratio,
The minimum tip speed ratio,

Xmin ,

Xmin , is

derived, based on the measured pitch angle, Θ.

defines a limit between a sta ble and an unsta ble control

reg ion for the wind speed estimation . The minimum tip speed ratio, Xmin , may, e . g., be

derived in the manner described above with reference to Fig . 2 .

Thus, when the wind turbine is operated at tip speed ratios which a re above the minimum tip
speed ratio, Xmin , the wind speed estimation is within a stable control reg ion . When the wind

turbine is operated at tip speed ratios which are below the minimum tip speed ratio,

Xmin ,

the

wind speed estimation is within an unsta ble control region .

At step 8 an initial tip speed ratio,
initial tip speed ratio,
reg ion .

nit , is

nit ,

is selected in such a ma nner that

in

>

min

.

Thus, the

selected in such a ma nner that it is well with in the sta ble control

At step 9 an initial estimated wind speed, v init , is derived, based on the selected initial tip
speed ratio,

, . Thus, the derived initial estimated wind speed, v ini t , corresponds t o the initial

,η

tip speed ratio,

nit ,

and therefore the initial estimated wind speed, v init , is also well within the

stable control region. Therefore the initial estimated wind speed, vini t , is a good starting point
for an iterative process for estimating the wind speed prevailing at the wind turbine.

Accordingly, at step 10, an iterative process is started, in which a new estimated wind speed,
ve t ,

derived, based on the initial estimated wind speed, vini t , the measured rotational

speed, ω, and the measured pitch angle, Θ.

At step 1 1 the rotational speed, ω, and the pitch angle, Θ, are measured, and at step 12 the
wind turbine is operated in accordance with the estimated wind speed, v e t , the measured
rotational speed, ω, and the measured pitch angle, Θ. Then the process is returned t o step
10, where a new estimated wind speed, v e t , is derived, based on the previous estimated

wind speed, v e t , the measured rotational speed, ω, and the measured pitch angle, Θ.
Accordingly, an iterative process is performed in order to obtain an estimated wind speed,
v e t , which is close t o the actual wind speed prevailing at the wind turbine.
Since the initial estimated wind speed, v init , which is used as a starting point for the iterative

process, is selected in such a manner that it is well within the stable control region, it is

ensured that the iterative process converges fast and reliably. Thus, a reliable estimate for
the wind speed is reached fast.

While embodiments of the invention have been shown and described, it will be understood

that such embodiments are described by way of example only. Numerous variations,
changes and substitutions will occur to those skilled in the art without departing from the
scope of the present invention as defined by the appended claims. Accordingly, it is intended

that the following claims cover all such variations or equivalents as fall within the spirit and
the scope of the invention.

CLAIMS

1. A method for estimating a wind speed at a wind turbine, the wind turbine comprising a
rotor ca rrying a set of wind turbine blades, each wind turbine blade having a va ria ble pitch
ang le, the method comprising the steps of:

ω,

-

obta ining a rotational speed,

-

obta ining a pitch angle, Θ, of the wind turbine blades,

-

deriving a minimum tip speed ratio,
minimum tip speed ratio,

n,

of the rotor,

min

,

based on the obta ined pitch a ng le, Θ, the

defin ing a limit between a stable a nd a potentia lly

unsta ble control reg ion,

-

selecting an initial tip speed ratio,

-

deriving an initial estimated wind speed, v

based on the selected initia l tip speed

ratio,

ω,

-

, , where

a nd the obta ined rotationa l speed,

ini

>

min

,

a nd

iteratively deriving an estimated wind speed, v e t , based on the obta ined rotationa l
speed,

ω,

speed, v

a nd the obta ined pitch angle, Θ, a nd using the derived initial estimated wind
as a sta rting point.

2 . A method accord ing to claim 1, further comprising the step of controlling the wind turbine

in accorda nce with the estimated wind speed, v e t .

3 . A method accord ing t o cla im 1 or 2, wherein the step of deriving a minimum tip speed

ratio,

n

,

comprises using a minimum tip speed ratio look-up t a ble comprising interrelated

va lues of pitch angle, Θ, a nd minimum tip speed ratio,

Xmin .

4 . A method accord ing t o any of the preced ing cla ims, wherein the selected initia l tip speed

ratio,

exceeds the minimum tip speed ratio,

Xmin ,

at least by a predefined amount.

5 . A method accord ing to any of the preceding cla ims, further comprising the steps of:

-

setting a flag, indicating that the estimated wind speed, v e t , is un reliable, in the case
that the estimated wind speed, v e t , results in an estimated tip speed ratio,
is lower tha n the minimum tip speed ratio, Xmin , a nd

λ

, wh ich

-

controlling the wind turbine in accorda nce with an estimated wind speed
correspond ing t o

min

,

a nd in accorda nce with the flag .

6 . A method according to claim 5, f urther comprising the steps of:

-

estimating a tip speed ratio,

λ

, based on the obtained rotationa l speed,

ω,

and the

estimated wind speed, v e t , a nd
removing the flag a nd controlling the wind turbine in accorda nce with the estimated
wind speed, v e t , in the case that the estimated tip speed ratio,
the minimum tip speed ratio,

λ

, increases a bove

n.

7 . A method accord ing t o any of the preced ing cla ims, wherein the step of iteratively deriving

an estimated wind speed, v e t , comprises using a cP look-up t a ble comprising interrelated
va lues of rotationa l speed,

ω,

wind speed, v , pitch ang le, Θ, a nd power coefficient, cP.

8 . A method accord ing t o any of the preced ing cla ims, wherein the step of iteratively deriving

an estimated wind speed, v e t , comprises estimating a power output, Pest, of the wind turbine,
and comparing the estimated power output, Pe t , to a measured power output, Pm e as of the

wind turbine.

9 . A wind turbine comprising a rotor ca rrying a set of wind t urbine blades, each wind turbine

blade having a va ria ble pitch angle; a nd a controller configu red to implement any one of

method cla ims 1 t o 8 .
10. A computer prog ram prod uct comprising computer executa ble code for implementing any

one of method cla ims 1 t o 8 .
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